Three-dimensional fully coupled simulation is conducted to analyze the dynamic response of sandwich panels comprising equal thicknesses face sheets sandwiching a corrugated core when subjected to localized impulse created by the detonation of cylindrical explosive. A large number of computational cases have been calculated to comprehensively investigate the performance of sandwich panels under near-field air blast loading. Results show that the deformation/failure modes of panels depend strongly on stand-off distance. The beneficial FSI effect can be enhanced by decreasing the thickness of front face sheet. The core configuration has a negligible influence on the peak reflected pressure, but it has an effect on the deflection of a panel. It is found that the benefits of a sandwich panel over an equivalent weight solid plate to withstand near-field air blast loading are more evident at lower stand-off distance.
Introduction
Sandwich panels constructed from light face sheets and relatively low density cores are famous for the powerful ability to support bending load and to save structural weight. The potential advantages of sandwich structures for shock mitigation in both water and air blast have been exploited by some researchers [1] [2] [3] , but most works were focused on far-field blast, and a less extent study is upon near-field air blast. In the case of far-field blast, shock fronts can be generally treated with acoustic weak shock limit as the shock waves attenuate to a sound wave, and the impulse transmitted to an infinite rigid plate is twice that of incident shock wave due to the complete shock reflection. A classic solution has been built by Taylor [4] to analyze the interaction between acoustic blast wave and free-standing plate, whereas the shock waves are characterized with high intensity and spatially localization in the case of near-field blast. Moreover, the nonlinear compressibility effects of air can further enhance the beneficial effects of FSI to reduce the impulse transmitted to structure [5] [6] [7] .
Under high intensity blast loading, the mechanical performance of metallic sandwich structures with several topology cores (such as square honeycomb [8, 9] , triangular honeycomb [10] , hexagonal honeycomb [11, 12] , and pyramidal lattice [13] ) has been investigated. Zhu et al. [8] investigated the failure behaviors of honeycomb core sandwich panel under either uniform or localized air blast loading. Several distinct failure modes were identified. Recent experimental results have revealed that the square honeycomb and pyramidal lattice core sandwich panels suffer significantly smaller back face deflections than solid plates with identical mass when subjected to high intensity air blast loading. It is found that the benefits of square honeycomb core [9] and pyramidal lattice core [13] sandwich panels over monolithic plates diminish when the impulse intensity of shock wave is extremely high. This is due to the complete crush of core webs at the center of panel and the dynamic fracture of front faces (as a result of the high strength of inertially stabilized trusses). Rimoli et al. [14] applied a decoupled wet sand loading model developed by Deshpande et al. [15] to simulate the dynamic response of edge-clamped corrugated core sandwich panels and equivalent weight monolithic plates (made of 6061-T6 aluminum alloy) subjected to wet sand blast loading. A phenomenon of additional face sheet stretching and deflection between corrugation web nodes was observed at high impulsively blast loaded experiments. Then, Wadley et al. [16] Cockcroft-Latham failure criterion [17] to model the constitutive behavior of 6061-T6 aluminum alloy and adopted a fully coupled simulation approach based on discrete particlebased method to make a detailed investigation into FSI effects and fracture mechanisms of this complicated mechanical problem. The simulation results rationalized the local "streaks" phenomenon, which was arose from a local strong FSI effect, and explained how dimples formed at the corners of the test panels and well predicted panel failure at the clamped edges.
Despite a great deal of work on blast performance of sandwich panels, mostly about far-field blast, partly on the localized blast loading, there are a few reports about the dynamic response of corrugated core sandwich panels under near-field air blast loading. The aim of present study is to investigate the dynamic behavior of corrugated core sandwich panels subjected to highly intense near-field air blast loading and reveal the relationship between the structural performance metrics and geometry parameters by conducting numerical simulations.
Geometry and Materials
The examined sandwich panels consist of two equal thickness face sheets and corrugated core made of 304 stainless steel. The panels hold a given exposure area of 280 mm × 300 mm, and the web of corrugated core keeps a constant inclination angle of 60 ∘ . Meanwhile, the cylindrical TNT explosive is of a radius of 17.5 mm and a height of 37.2 mm. The geometric model of corrugated sandwich panels is depicted in Figure 1 . The geometric parameters of all sandwich panels considered in this study are listed in Table 1 . The calculated equivalent solid plate thickness is listed in Table 2 .
For the face sheets and core webs of sandwich panels made of the same material, the relative density of core can be expressed as
where is the core web thickness, is the core thickness, and is the inclination angle of core web.
The material used to fabricate the corrugated sandwich panels is annealed 304 stainless steel, which has high work hardening potential under explosion loading. Therefore, the Johnson-Cook plasticity formulation, which defines the flow stress as a function of equivalent plastic strain, strain rate, and temperature, is employed in all simulations. The dynamic flow stress is expressed by the following equation:
where eq anḋe q are equivalent plastic strain and equivalent plastic strain rate, respectively. is the material temperature, is the room temperature, and is the melting temperature of the material. , , , ,̇0, and are Johnson-Cook parameters determined by fitting to the experimental curves. The material properties and the identified Johnson-Cook parameters [18] for the annealed 304 stainless steel are listed in Table 3 . Although 304 stainless steel holds a desirable ductile performance to withstand the deformation produced by blast, the sandwich panel will fail under severely loaded test scenarios. Therefore, the failure criterion of 304 stainless steel based on the effective plastic strain is incorporated into numerical model. The rupture strain of material under impact is equal to 0.42, according to Ahn et al. 's work [19] .
Generally, the surrounding air and the product of TNT explosion are assumed to behave as ideal gas. The equation of state specified for ideal gas can be expressed as follows:
where is the adiabatic exponent, is the density of the gas, 0 is the internal energy, and V are the specific heat at constant pressure and volume respectively, and is the gas Table 3 : Material properties and Johnson-Cook parameters for the annealed 304 stainless steel [18] . temperature. The material properties of air adopted are from the ANSYS-AUTODYN material library, shown in Table 4 . Additionally, the Jones-Wilkins-Lee (JWL) EOS, which is currently in favor for hydrodynamic calculations of detonation product expansions, is used to model the behavior of TNT explosive. This equation defines the pressure of detonation product as a function of relative volume 0 / and internal energy per initial volume 0 , as shown in (4):
where is the blast pressure, and 0 are the density of the explosive and explosive products respectively, and 0 is specific internal energy of the explosive. The parameters Table 4 : Material properties of air [20] . , , 1 , 2 , and are material constants which are related to the type of explosive. The material properties adopted for the TNT explosive are also from the ANSYS-AUTODYN material library, shown in Table 5 .
Numerical Model and Validation

Numerical Model.
The sandwich panels are peripherally clamped. Due to the symmetry of structure and loading condition, only one-quarter of the corrugated sandwich panel Flow out boundary Air TNT explosive Panel and cylindrical explosive are modeled in simulations. The three-dimensional numerical model used in this study is shown in Figure 2 . Both the face sheets and core are meshed using 1 mm Belytschko-Tsay shell element based on Mindlin plate theory [20] . Meanwhile, the surrounding air is modeled using EulerGodunov solver which is a second-order multimaterial Euler solver with the default SLIC (simplified line interface calculation) transport scheme in ANSYS-AUTODYN, and the cylindrical charge fills in the part of the surrounding air. Both the contact between the core cell wall and the face sheets due to the plastic buckling and the self-contact of the core wall due to cell wall folding are taken into account in simulations. In addition, the Eulerian meshes fully couple with the shell elements. During the process of coupling, the Euler cells intersected by the Lagrange interface define a stress profile for the Lagrange boundary vertices. In return, the Lagrange interface defines a geometric constraint to the flow of material in the Euler grid. The parameter named "cover fraction limit" is used to determine when a partially covered Euler cell is blended to a neighbor cell. The value of cover fraction limit is set to 0.5. During the discrete process, the size of the smallest cell in the surrounding Euler grid should be at most one half of the artificial thickness of shell element to guarantee the FSI effect. In addition, the mesh of surrounding air is biased towards the field near to sandwich panels (shown in Figure 2 ). The mesh optimization has been executed to make a tradeoff between the results of computation and the computation efficiency. 
Validation
Free Field Air Blast Pressure.
The 2D axial symmetry model with a very fine Eulerian mesh is used to simulate the detonation and expanding process of a 55 g spherical explosive placed in an infinity atmosphere field. Figure 3 shows the pressure-time history of a gauge point positioned at a stand-off distance of 30 mm. It is found that a slight numerical oscillation of pressure appeared after the pressure reaches the peak value and followed by exponential decay. The impulse carried by shock wave, as a key factor to determinate the deflection of blast loaded plates, can be calculated by the time integration of pressure. It is believed that the error due to numerical oscillation exerts a weak influence on the area under the pressure line. A comparison is made between the simulation results and the predicting values of the fitting equation developed by Kinney and Graham [21] in terms of the peak pressure of stand-off distances with range from 30 mm to 200 mm, as shown in Figure 4 . It is clear that the numerical results are very close to the predicting values.
Structure/Blast Interaction.
A series of experiments of clamped mild steel quadrangular plates to localized air blast loading were conducted by Jacob et al. [22] . The test plates were made of mild steel and cut from the shelf cold rolled plates. The blast loading was generated by the detonation of a plastic explosive with circular dish shape. The plastic explosive was placed at the center of a polystyrene foam pad with thickness of 12 mm and detonated by a short stub detonator with mass of 1 g. The mass of charge is in the range of 3.5-4.5 g. Therefore, the damage power of detonator should be taken into account in simulations. But the outline of the detonator was not given. The charge height was changed to ensure that the weight of the charge modeled in simulation was equal to the summation of the weight of detonator and the charge used in experiments. However, this would result in an overprediction of the damage power of detonator, as a result of that the stand-off distance between the plate and detonator is smaller.
To intuitively validate the numerical approach used in this study, five experimental cases possessing detailed postmortem profiles are selected to simulate the dynamic response process using ANSYS-AUTODYN. Exposed area of those impacted square plates is 190 mm × 129 mm, and the thickness of the plates is 1.6 mm. The material coefficients used to model the dynamic mechanical behavior of impacted plates are given by Jacob et al. [22] . The one-quarter finite element models of a test plate and air field are shown in Figure 5 . The finite element model of plate consists of 5,000 quadrilateral elements, while the finite element model of air field consists of 1,000,000 hexahedral elements. Figure 6 shows the cross-sectional profiles of experiments and numerical simulations in each case. It is observed that partial tearing appeared in the central area both in the experiment and simulation for the test case of N01100122 and the predicted profiles are closely similar to experimental results. The comparison of predicted center point deflections and measured values is presented in Table 6 . The simulation results fit well with the experimental results, except small overestimation observed in simulations. The main reason is that the damage power of detonator is overpredicted. It is concluded that the numerical method adopted in the simulations is accurate enough, which is expected to be applied in the dynamic analysis of complex constructions to near-field air blast loading, such as sandwich panels. 
Numerical Simulation Results
Using sandwich panel for impact mitigation, the protecting construction designers generally assess the performance of sandwich panel from following aspects: impulse on front 8 Shock and Vibration plate, permanent deflections, history of pressure near or on the FSI surface, and the deformation/failure patterns. Figure 7 shows typical results of the fully coupled calculation revealing the interaction between the explosive gas products and the sandwich panel (Case number S20-1). Figure 7(a) gives the initial state of the explosive and sandwich panel at t = 0. The cylindrical explosive is instantly ignited at this moment by the detonator placed at the center point of the top face of charge. At = 4.3 s, the explosive gas products abruptly expand outward to compress the surrounding air and then begin to interact with the front surface of sandwich panel at = 7.0 s. Once interacting, the sandwich panel acts as flow boundary for the expanded explosive products, reversely, which exert pressure load on structure. At the initial stage of fluid-structure interaction, the sandwich panel nearly keeps undeformed for two reasons: (1) the imparted momentum to sandwich panel is not enough large and (2) the structural response behaves a degree of time hysteresis. A dent failure is firstly formed at the central area of sandwich front face at = 12.1 s, which has been also found by Zhu et al. [23] . After that, the deformation extends outwards and downwards with the transferring of impulse. The front face deforms continually to slap into the back face at = 27.0 s. In this process, the middle core webs provide the resistance force to the front face and begin to crush. Due to the large stretching and bending deformation, the front face fails at the joint between the front face sheet and middle core web and then the explosive products permeate into the inner space of cell. As the simulation proceeding, the face sheets and the core continue to deform under their inertia, shown in Figure 7 (f), and the contact detected between them does its work in subsequent process till the contact force reduces to 0.
After the slight oscillation of the sandwich panel due to the occurrence of spring back effect, all kinetic energy of the structure is dissipated by the plastic bending and stretching of face sheets and the crushing of corrugated core. The final material status and deformation/failure patterns of a panel are shown in Figure 8 . Overall, most part of the sandwich panel sinks into plastic status. In the central portion of front and back face sheets, the pitting failure which is characterized by a localized pit and fracture on the surface occurs, and significant tearing failure is observed on both the front and back faces along the middle ridge of corrugated core, shown in Figures 8(a) and 8(b) . Careful examination shows that some creases are formed on front face along those ridges of corrugated core owing to the localized supporting force of core web, and delamination failure between the front face and core also occurs, as indicated in Figure 8(a) . Under the loading force of pressured explosive products, the front face gains considerable momentum away from blast location and undergoes extremely large stretching deformation which leads central part material to failing, and the eroding effect based on geometric strain is applied to those excessively distorted elements. Figure 8(c) illustrates the failure mode of a corrugate core under near-field air blast loading. The crushing strains of corrugated core webs in the central portion are greatest enough to fail, because of the greatest applied pressure associated with the charge location. The webs of the second (sorted from center to outskirts) cell undergo remarkable plastic buckling deformation; meanwhile, the webs of the third cell undergo elastic buckling deformation, whereas the others nearly remain undeformed. The failure modes of the panels and solid plates tested herein are identified and listed in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively. The predicted sectioned half profiles along the directions parallel to corrugations and perpendicular to corrugations are plotted in Figure 9 for the sandwich panel and equivalent weight monolithic plate under the same air blast loading. The midpoint of back face of sandwich panel only undergoes half deflection of solid plate midpoint. The difference value between the front face and back face deflections reveals that the core crushing effect is outstanding in the center area but vanishes in the outskirts field under near-field air blast. A significant local bending deformation superimposes on the global bending deformation of front face along the direction perpendicular to corrugations in the center field. The global inelastic deformation plays a dominative role in the exterior zone of front face. The local bending deformation is not clear on the back face and front face (along the direction parallel to corrugations). It is also found that the material of center field of front face sheet fails under this high-intensity loading, and the tearing failure occurs on the back face between the first cell core webs (Figure 8(b) ).
In order to better understand FSI effect, the distributions of pressure are investigated both temporally and spatially. Several pressure gauges are intentionally placed in air field above the shock impacted plates along the axis of cylindrical charge. The exact locations of those pressure gauges are shown in Figure 10 . The location of Gauge 1 is firstly occupied by the undeformed test plate at initial state, and Gauge 2 is placed near the FSI surface to measure the pressure of the reflected shock wave. The distances between the adjacent gauges are equal to 2 mm. The pressure-time histories of five pressure gauges for a sandwich panel (case number S20-1) and an equivalent weight monolithic plate (case number SP-1) under the same explosion loading are shown in Figure 11 . The incident wave travels forward via Gauge 5 firstly. It is observed from Gauges 2-5 that the pressure jump phenomenon for the incident wave is not evident. But this phenomenon ordinarily exists in far-field explosion. This is due to the fact that the impacted plate restricts the expansion of explosive products. Those air particles close to FSI surface, like those around Gauges 2-5, have been rapidly compressed due to the expansion of explosive production, leading to increase of pressure. Therefore, at the initial phase, the increase of pressure of the locations Gauges 2-5 is induced not only by the highpressure incident shock front but also by the highly nonlinear compression of air medium. The pressure of reflected wave deserves more attention because it is the effective loading on structure. Using a solid plate (case number SP-1) as a benchmark, the sandwich panel (case number S20-1) gives a decrease of peak reflected pressure by 17.3% as a result of the beneficial FSI effect. It is noticeable that the pressure-time curves of Gauges 3-5 hold a double-humped feature. Gauge 3 is characterized by a high hump for reflected shock and a low hump for incident shock. As the decay of the reflected shock wave, the characteristics of Gauges 4-5 are just reverse to that of Gauge 3. And the pressure of Gauge 1 increases abruptly as the explosive products flow into the field occupied by the test plates initially. Figure 12 shows that the peak reflected pressure decays very fast from center to outside. It conforms that sandwich panel construction with light face sheet can reduce the reflected pressure. However, this benefit of the sandwich panel construction over an equivalent weight solid plate is evident only in the center field of plate under near-field air blast loading. It is shown that the locality characteristic inferred from the deformation pattern is not exhibited in pressure field.
Discussions
The performance of corrugated core sandwich panels under explosion loading is closely related to the geometric parameters of panels. In this research, a parametric study is conducted to reveal the relationship between the key characteristics (deformation/failure, impulse transmitted, and peak pressure near FSI surface) of structural response and several specific geometry parameters (stand-off distance, face sheet thickness, cell size, and core web thickness, relative density of core). The results of parametric study are presented in this section.
Effect of Stand-off Distance.
To investigate the effect of stand-off distance on the deformation/failure pattern and the reflected pressure, all panel configurations and solid plates considered here are subjected to the air blast loading created by the detonation of the TNT charge with a given mass but at stand-off distances of 30 mm, 50 mm, 80 mm, and 100 mm, respectively. Figure 13 shows the final deformation/failure patterns of the sandwich panels with the same face sheet thickness ( = 2.0 mm) and core web thickness ( = 1.0 mm) but different cell sizes ( = 20, 28, and 40 mm, resp.) and equivalent weight solid plates under different stand-off distances. It is found that the failure modes of front face turn from the pitting failure to indenting failure with the increase of stand-off distance and that those of back face turn from the pitting failure and petalling failure to the global dome failure (Mode I failure). Meanwhile, the failure modes of equivalent solid plates turn from the global dome failure attached by an inner dome to just the global dome failure. Additionally, the failure area of structures is larger at lower stand-off distance. As expected, the center deflections of sandwich front face, back face, and solid plates decrease with the increase of stand-off distance, as shown in Figure 14 . The plot illustrates that the benefits of the sandwich panel construction over a solid plate to withstand blast loads are clearly evident with smaller back plate deflections compared with the equivalent weight solid plates subjected to the same loads. However, the explosion loading for a given charge mass at lower stand-off distance exhibits high intensity and spatial localization. And the back faces of some sandwich panel configurations are likely to fail under this loading. Therefore, the benefits of sandwich panel will vanish in this case. Figure 13 shows that tearing damage occurs on the back face of sandwich panels with cell sizes of 28 mm and 40 mm subjected to the explosion loading at the standoff distance of 30 mm. Careful examination shows that some streaks are formed on front face between the core webs owing to the effect of a locally strong FSI, shown in Figure 13 . The peak reflected pressure of the FSI surface is an important index for quantitatively analyzing the benefits of the FSI effect. Figure 15 shows the peak reflected pressure of the air particle placed at the center point of the sandwich panel front faces and the solid plates. Those sandwich panels with the same core configuration ( = 1.0 mm, = 20 mm) but different face sheet thicknesses ( = 1.2 mm, 1.6 mm, 2.0 mm and 2.5 mm) are chosen to contrast with equivalent solid plates. It is found that the sandwich panel with a lower peak reflected pressure performs better than the equivalent weight solid plate as a result of the lower inertia of sandwich panel front face. This benefit of sandwich construction is more remarkable for air blast loading at lower stand-off distance, and the influence rule of stand-off distance on peak reflected pressure is the same for panels with different face sheet thicknesses. Using the equivalent solid plates as a benchmark, these four sandwich panels with face sheet thicknesses of 1.2 mm, 1.6 mm, 2.0 mm, and 2.5 mm lead to a decrease in the peak reflected pressures by 46.23%, 25.59%, 17.29%, and 14.7% at the stand-off distance of 30 mm; 27.98%, 13.74%, 8.11%, and 7.02% at the stand-off distance of 50 mm; 6.35%, 8.27%, 0.71%, and 1.64% at the stand-off distance of 80 mm; and 8.92%, 7.55%, 0.11%, and 0.39% at the stand-off distance of 100 mm, respectively.
Effect of Face Sheet
Thickness. The thickness of front face sheet is critical to the FSI effect. Therefore, the investigation of the effect of face sheet thickness is necessary to reveal some inherent laws to guide the design of corrugated core sandwich panel.
As indicated in Figure 15 , the thickness of front face has a significant influence on the peak reflected pressure. If the thickest front face (2.5 mm) is adopted as a benchmark, the other front faces (1.2 mm, 1.6 mm, and 2.0 mm) give a decrease of peak reflected pressure by 40.29%, 15.6%, and 4.98% at stand-off distance of 30 mm; 24.94%, 8.91%, and 2.46% at stand-off distance of 50 mm; 28.78%, 23.52%, and 12.9% at stand-off distance of 80 mm; and 9.52%, 7.87%, and 0.34% at stand-off distance of 100 mm, respectively. The benefit of FSI effect for sandwich construction is enhanced greatly as the reduction of face sheet thickness. Moreover, this effect of face sheet thickness is more outstanding under nearfield explosion condition.
To investigate the effect of face sheet thickness on the center deflection of front face and back face, the results of the sandwich panels with the same core configuration ( = 1.0 mm, = 20 mm) and varied face sheet thicknesses ( = 1.2 mm, 1.6 mm, 2.0 mm, and 2.5 mm) are shown in Figure 16 . With the increase of the face sheet thickness, the deflections of midpoint reduce, especially under the near-field explosion loading, but it is an important issue for a designer to deal with the confliction properly between the stiffness and weight. 
Effect of Core Configuration.
The core configuration contains the core web thickness, cell size, and relative density of core. All of them play a notable role in the impact mitigation effect of corrugated core sandwich panel.
The peak reflected pressure of sandwich panels with the same face sheet thickness ( = 2.0 mm) but different core web thicknesses ( = 1.0 mm, 0.7 mm and 0.5 mm) and different cell sizes ( = 20 mm, 28 mm and 40 mm) is plotted in Figure 17 . At first glance, there is a complete overlap among those peak reflected pressure stand-off distance curves. It is concluded that the variations of the core web thickness and cell size result in a negligible change of peak reflected pressure of the midpoint of front face. However, the core works as a foundation for the front face and simultaneously works as a loading transporter for the back face. The configuration of core can considerably affect the deformation of front face and back face. It can be observed from Figure 14 that, for given face sheet thickness and core web thickness, larger cell sizes (larger core thicknesses for the given inclination angle of 60 ∘ ) result in smaller back face deflections and larger front face deflections. The failure mode of back face is a type of global deformation; the deformation of back face mostly depends on the global bending resistance of sandwich panel. The larger cell sizes have high rigidity in flexure, resulting in a smaller back face deflection under blast loading. However, the failure pattern of front face deflection is a type of central localized failure and is dominated by localized deflection. The maximum deflections of front face are related to the local stiffness of the central field. As the increase of cell sizes, the central field between two core webs becomes weak in stiffness. This is the reason that larger cell sizes result in larger front face deflections. For a given cell size, the effect of core web thickness on deformation is shown in Figure 18 . As expected, the deflections of front face and back face reduce with the increase of core web thickness which results in the enhancement of global bending resistance and local stiffness of sandwich panel.
As illustrated previously, the crushing mechanism of core media is mostly dependent on the relative density of core. The relative density of core is determined by the core web thickness and the cell size. However, the relative density of core has no significant influence on the peak reflected pressure, as inferred from Figure 17 . Figure 19 shows the maximum deflections of sandwich panels (S20-25∼S20-28, S28-5∼S28-8, and S40-1∼S40-4) with different cell sizes and core web thicknesses but the same relative density of core (5.46%). The variation tendency of front face deflections is not as clear as that of back face. For a given relative density, the cell size plays a leading role in the influence of back face deflections. Figure 20 shows the maximum deflections of back face of three sandwich panels with similar weight (i.e., the equivalent solid plates thicknesses are 5.79 mm, 5.85 mm, and 5.89 mm, resp.) but different relative density of core (i.e., 10.35%, 7.63%, and 5.46%, resp.) subjected to the same blast loading. It is found that the back face deflections increase with the increase of core relative density, especially at lower stand-off distance. 
Conclusions
A detailed numerical analysis based on fully coupled numerical method is presented, aiming to reveal the interaction between the explosive gas product and sandwich panel. The important role of the nonlinear compression of air medium played in beneficial FSI effect under near-field air blast is revealed by investigating the distributions of shock wave pressure both temporally and spatially. It is concluded that the nonlinear compression effect is significant under nearfield air blast. Under near-field air blast loading, the front face of sandwich panel undergoes a significant local bending deformation which leads to the occurrence of streak type deformation between core webs in the center field, while the deformation pattern of back face is determined by global bending deformation.
The parametric study shows that the failure modes of sandwich panels depend strongly on stand-off distance. And the failure area increases with the decrease of stand-off distance. The benefits of sandwich construction over solid plate to withstand blast loads are clearly evident with lower back plate deflections and lower peak reflected pressures compared with the equivalent weight solid plates subjected to the same load. It is found that those benefits are more evident at lower stand-off distance. As the reduction of face sheet thickness, the benefit of FSI effect of sandwich construction is enhanced greatly and the deflections of sandwich front face and back face increase. The sandwich panels with a light face sheet are more likely to fail. Therefore, it is essential to optimize the configuration of sandwich panel to keep back face from damage failure. The core configuration has a negligible influence on the peak reflected pressure. By adopting larger cell sizes and thicker core webs, the deflections of back faces can be reduced. For a given areal density of sandwich panel, the back face deflections increase with the increase of core relative density.
